BOOKS TO READ ON HOOPLA:

Charlotte Jane Battles Bedtime by Myra Wolfe
Small Saul by Ashley Spires
Port Side Pirates! by Oscar Seaworthy
Do Pirates Take Baths? by Kathy Tucker
Goodnight Pirate by Michelle Robinson
The Gingerbread Pirates by Kristin Kladstrup
Disney Classic Stories: Jake And The Never Land Pirates: The Pirate Games by Various Authors
Jake And The Never Land Pirates Read-Along Storybook: Jake Saves Bucky by Various Authors
Sheep On A Ship by Nancy E. Shaw
No Pirates Allowed! Said Library Lou by Rhonda Gowler Greene

EARLY LITERACY TIP

WHAT'S A PIRATES FAVORITE LETTER? ARRRRR!
NO, IT'S THE 'C' THEY LOVE.
HAVE FUN TALKING LIKE A PIRATE!
SONGS AND RHYMES:

If You’re a Pirate and You Know It
If you’re a pirate and you know it, swab the deck (swish, swish)
If you’re a pirate and you know it, swab the deck (swish, swish)
If you’re a pirate and you know it, then you’ll hear sea winds a’blowin'
If you’re a pirate and you know it, swab the deck (swish, swish)
(Walk the plank, stomp stomp // Say ahoy, ahoy!)

Ten Little Pirates
Ten little pirates stood in a row (hold up all ten fingers)
They bowed to their captain so (lower and raise fingers)
They marched to the left (march hands to left)
And marched to the right (march hands to right)
They shouted yo-ho! (cup hands over mouth)
And gave their captain a fright (act scared, cover mouth with hands)

Sail, Sail, Sail Your Ship (to the tune of: “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”)
Sail, sail, sail your ship
Gently over the sea
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily
A pirate’s life for me!

YOUTUBE

SILLY PIRATE SONG | BRAIN BREAKS | JACK HARTMANN
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?
V=CBCRVZY4HDE

PORT SIDE PIRATES! | BAREFOOT BOOKS
NURSERY RHYMES & KIDS SONGS
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?
V=_QANGSMJD3I

THE PIRATE LIFE - MOOSE TUBE | GONOODLE
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?
V=V7EW70W-ZAM